Essential winter equipment
for the racing industry

Steve Gollings

Successful racing depends upon your horses being kept in tip-top condition. So when
the ice and snow appear, you need to be sure they are able to safely travel around
paved areas such as in the yard and on roadways. Reducing the risk of horses
slipping is of paramount importance and this can be achieved by simply spreading
road salt. But keeping on top of that job by hand can be a huge drain on manpower
and resources. By investing in a Logic salt spreader, you can keep the yard safe from
slipping hazards in the quickest, most efficient way.

Steve Gollings has up to thirty horses in training at his yard in
Lincolnshire and has been using his Logic GDS salt spreader
for over ten years:
“My gallops are about three quarters of a mile from the yard, along
country lanes” says Steve, “without the GDS I wouldn’t be able to safely
get the horses there when conditions are slippery. It’s so simple just to
hook the GDS up to either the 4x4 or even the ATV and the job is done in
ten minutes, then we can get on with the business in hand.”
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Groundcare

The GDS (Ground Drive) or PDS (Powered Drive) models
spread road salt - even when wet!
Logic salt spreaders are designed and manufactured in the UK speciﬁcally for the conditions we experience here. Full-scale
manufacture of our GDS spreader began in 2001 and are in use in the transport industry, hospitals, shopping centres and sporting
venues all around the country so we know that they stand the testing conditions and the test of time. These spreaders employ the
same moving-ﬂoor technology found in full highway-sized machines but their smaller size allows use in public areas such as
racecourses, studs and racing yards.

GDS - Ground Drive
Standard Features
• Tows with any suitable vehicle
• Handles any salt type-even when wet!
• Unique agitation system keeps salt moving
• User-selectable spread width
• 600kg hopper capacity (approx)
• Asymmetric spread pattern capability
• Stainless steel or two-pack painted versions.

PDS - Engine Drive
Standard Features
As for GDS, plus:
• Remote in-cab control

See video of
them working at:

• Hopper capacity up to
750kg available

LogicToday.co.uk

• De-mount version turns pick-up,
trailer etc. into a salt spreading asset
• Trailed version has brakes/suspension for
normal road-speed towing between sites.

The Logic salt spreader line-up is completed by the LDS120DS, aimed at providing a lower-cost solution. This
product will spread dry, bagged salt only. It is a fantastic stand-by product that will earn its keep in any setting.
Find out more about Logic salt spreaders on our web site (LogicToday.co.uk). You can also see video of them in
action and also ﬁnd out about our more about our ATV and UTV-mounted snow ploughs and other winter
maintenance products. Contact us to talk about your winter maintenance application and how a Logic salt
spreader can work for you. Our extensive network of dealers covers the whole of the UK and Ireland so you will
always be assured of local support, spares and back-up.

For enquiries and orders, call:

UK Manufactured
Nationwide Dealer Network

DIAL A DIGGER
0800-0-853-853

Email:

Groundcare

info@dialadigger.co.uk
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